Participant experiences in a feasibility trial of supervised exercise training in adults with venous leg ulcers: A qualitative study
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**Abstract:**
Background: Exercise training may improve lower-limb cutaneous microvascular reactivity and clinical outcomes in adults with venous leg ulceration, however, there is a lack of research on patients' views about the acceptability and feasibility of exercise interventions.

Aim: The aim of this study was to explore participants' experiences of a trial. Exploring the Feasibility of Implementing a Supervised Exercise Training and Compression Hosiery Intervention in Patients with Venous Ulceration (FISCU).

Methods: Semi-structured face-to-face and telephone interviews were utilised to investigate participants' experiences (n=16) of taking part in the FISCU trial. Data was analysed using thematic analysis.

Results: Three overarching themes were identified and eleven sub-themes: (1) Sedentary cautious living (due to; pain and reduced mobility; treatment and perceived control; and advice to rest and be careful). (2) Key components of the exercise trial (including motivation; a individualised intervention supervised by a specialist exercise professional; and satisfaction with the intervention). (3) Benefits of exercise (physical benefits and healing; psychological wellbeing; positive impact on co-morbidities; and an improved self-management strategy).

Discussion: This study found that an exercise intervention was viewed by participants as positive, acceptable and a feasible whilst living with a venous leg ulcer. An individualised and supervised exercise programme was key to build confidence to exercise.
Introduction

Rationale

Exercise training can improve lower-limb cutaneous microvascular reactivity in adults with venous leg ulceration (VLU) (1). However, there is a lack of research on participants’ views about the acceptability and feasibility of exercise as an adjunct therapy to compression therapy. The most common treatment for venous ulcers is compression therapy, providing graded external compression to the leg, opposing the hydrostatic forces of venous hypertension (2,3). It is accepted that in order to break the circle of ulceration and chronic venous insufficiency recurrence (which reaches up to 33% within a year) (4) lifestyle factors, such as nutrition, exercise and smoking, should also be considered as part of a strategy for managing venous leg ulcers (5). Published research from our group (6) and others (7,8) has explored the feasibility of using such interventions in this clinical group. Such modifiable lifestyle factors are mentioned in clinical guidelines on the management of VLU (9–11), but have received relatively little emphasis from a patient perspective to date. Given the infancy of the research in the area there has been little exploration of patient-reported experiences of engaging in exercise therapy interventions designed to improve ulcer healing outcomes. However, NICE (9) and SIGN (10) guidelines currently advocate that people with VLU should be given advice about healthy lifestyle choices and patients are advised to keep physically active utilizing calf muscle pump exercises. The process of obtaining participant insight data is recommended by the Medical Research Council in the development and evaluation of complex health interventions (12). If people with VLU are expected to engage in and sustain these behaviors then we must understand the patient experience of doing so. Much contemporary research on active living behavior among older adults is guided by Social Cognitive Theory (SCT) (13). Physical activity interventions based on SCT have demonstrated success in promoting increased physical activity for people with VLUs (14) and have provided a framework to factors influencing adherence such as focusing on self-efficacy (15). Identifying the barriers, enablers and benefits of exercise
therapy in this population will help to plan effective interventions and inspire other members of this clinical population to initiate and maintain exercise therapy.

O’Brien and colleagues provided important qualitative insights into the perspectives of adults with VLU on the topic of exercise (16). Findings revealed that adults with VLU are interested in becoming active or maintaining active lifestyles. A host of noteworthy factors that underpin adults understanding of the relationship between chronic venous insufficiency and perceived or actual exercise patterns were uncovered through semi-structured interviews and discussions. These factors included that exercise knowledge can act as a motivator for exercise, adults with VLU can accrue general physiological benefits through exercise, and knowing if your condition was acute or chronic could influence one’s appreciation of the importance of exercise for condition management. Furthermore, this work offers important insights into perceived factors that limit exercising, how structured management facilitates exercise and critically how fear of harm impacts upon positive beliefs and attitudes to exercise (16). The current research project will add to existing knowledge by exploring the key components of an exercise intervention for people with VLU from the patient perspective.

**Objective**

The aim of this study was to explore participants’ experiences of taking part in a trial that investigated the feasibility of exercise training alongside compression therapy for management of VLU healing – “Exploring the Feasibility of Implementing a Supervised Exercise Training and Compression Hosiery Intervention in People with Venous Ulceration” (FISCU) - an NIHR-funded study (PB-PG-0213-30029). Given that exercise training for the management of VLU healing is an emerging potential new therapy, the research team was keen to understand participants’ experiences and perspectives of the acceptability and feasibility of the exercise training programme.
Methods

Study Design

Ethical approval for this study was received from South Yorkshire Ethics Committee (14/YH/0091).

The study utilised semi-structured face-to-face and telephone interviews to investigate participant’s experiences of taking part in the FISCU trial. Face-to-face or telephone interviews were selected as they allowed for a more personalised experience to be explored rather than exploring themes in a group session, such as a focus group. To minimise the burden of travel on participants with limited mobility, face to face interviews were offered alongside their physiological follow-up health assessment. Prior to commencing the interviews, participants had completed 12 weeks of the FISCU trial participation (post-baseline). Participants who had been randomised to the exercise arm of the trial followed an exercise training programme whilst wearing their compression hosiery or bandaging as described in the trial protocol (17). This included three supervised exercise sessions each week comprising of aerobic, resistance and flexibility exercises.

Sample

Qualitative sub-study inclusion criteria required that participants were:

i) part of the main trial

ii) minimum of 12-weeks post baseline.

Recruitment

Sixteen participants with VLU were recruited using purposive sampling that ensured a mixture of genders and younger and older participants. Participants included those treated with a mixture of compression hosiery and bandaging. Participants were approached either in person or by telephone by the main research assistant on the study to take part in the qualitative study as they were due to complete their 12-week follow-up assessment. All participants that were asked to take part in the interview agreed to take part.
Data collection

A semi-structured interview guide was formulated based upon previous literature and the authors past experience in qualitative research (see Table 1). Rapport was established with all participants with the interviewer prior to conducting the interviews by taking their health and fitness assessments. Interviews took place at Sheffield Hallam University (the same location as the exercise sessions and health assessments).

All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim. Interviews lasted between 15 minutes and 60 minutes according to the length of participant responses. All transcripts were checked for accuracy, with a sample being reviewed by co-investigators. After 16 interviews there was an agreement between authors that data saturation was reached and that no new information relevant to the research aims was evident.

Data analysis

The interview data was analysed by a process guided by the principles of thematic analysis (18) and in particular framework analysis (19). Framework analysis offers a systematic approach that is somewhat inductive, that is, it is based in the original interview transcripts but framed within an a-priori framework such as a topic guide whereby questions are known at the outset of the interview. Framework analysis is well-suited to the needs of health services research and participants with long term health conditions (16). The five stages of framework analysis consist of (i) familiarisation (ii) reading and re-reading the transcripts (iii) identifying a thematic framework (iv) coding or indexing (v) charting and mapping (19).

An initial thematic framework was produced drawing upon the trial a-priori interviews and reading the transcripts highlighting salient issues. Transcripts were coded to offer insight into the topic areas being investigated, making constant reference to the study aim. Multiple codes were assigned to
elements of the data. Any feature of the data which revealed insight into the phenomenon being studied was eligible for coding. Coded data extracts (quotes) were charted for each participant case. Comparison of coded quotes was conducted within and between the transcripts. Codes were subsequently collated to illustrate broad themes and define further sub-themes. Discussions and consensus between lead researchers finalised the mapping and interpretation of key themes and sub-themes.

Prior to analysis, participants were offered the opportunity to review their transcripts providing triangulation to the methods and verification of content. HC performed the initial coding, who has over a decade of experience in qualitative research methods and has published numerous qualitative research studies on exercise for people with long term chronic health conditions. SK led the interviews and reviewed the codes and also has several years’ experience in qualitative research methods in exercise for people with different medical conditions. A third mixed methods researcher EM transcribed the interviews verbatim and independently read the transcripts and read the thematic framework and confirmed the validity of the themes and sub-themes.

3. Results

Sixteen participants took part in this qualitative study (12 face to face and four telephone interviews) out of the 39 participants who took part in the main research trial. All except one participant were White British (similar ethnicity to participants on the FISCU trial). Fifty six percent of the participants were male (n =9). The mean age of participants was 65 ± 11 years. Eighty one percent were retired and the remainder (19%) were employed in a sedentary occupation. The mean time since participants’ first VLU diagnosis was 7 ± 11 years. At the time of interview the mean duration of participants current VLU was 7 ± 14 months.
Three overarching themes and eleven sub-themes were identified through thematic data analysis (presented in Figure 1):

1) Sedentary cautious living can be due to; fear of movement because of pain and reduced mobility; treatment and perceived control; and advice to rest and be careful.

2) Key components of the exercise trial included; motivation for taking part; an individualised intervention supervised by a specialist exercise professional; and satisfaction with the exercise intervention.

3) Benefits of exercise included; perceived physical benefits and healing; psychological wellbeing; positive impact on co-morbidities; and an improved self-management strategy.

1. Sedentary cautious living

1.1. Fear, pain and reduced mobility

Participants’ insights revealed a chronic, complex and unpredictable condition which at times could be painful, physically limiting and emotionally challenging with the potential to negatively impact their well-being and quality of life and ability to exercise. Therefore, many participants were uncertain and (in some cases) fearful about participating in an exercise programme. Half of the participants had experienced pain that was considered to be a significant debilitating feature of the condition. For example, one participant stated:

"There has been times when the pain has controlled me and that can be challenging because I try not let them dominate my life but sometimes you do have to sit back and say well today I’m just going to sit here" (participant 014, exercise group).

1.2. Treatment and perceived control

It was not uncommon for participants to be treated in a specialist tissue viability clinic two to three times a week to have their wounds redressed and re-bandaged. Some participants were concerned
about the added commitment of travelling to starting an exercise programme on top of treatment
time commitments. A combination of treatment modalities included compression bandaging and
compression hosiery, dressings antibiotics, pain-killer medication, skin care regimes with creams
Some of individuals also felt that compression stockings and bandages limited motion and leg
muscle activity. Showering and bathing were highlighted as day to day activities that were negatively
impacted by the condition. Some participants needed assistance to get their compression stockings
on and off which caused a challenge to personal hygiene for exercising, stating:

"It is difficult to wash and I can't get my stockings on and off on my own without help" (participant
015, exercise group).

Most participants had experienced the condition for several months and even years and several
participants disclosed that the near constant intrusion into their lives had created behaviour
patterns based around settling for doing less, just pottering, talking themselves out of doing physical
activity, becoming more sedentary than they were previously. For example one participant said:

"I tend to settle for stuff ... this sitting doing nothing kind of thing you think oh well maybe if I'd been
a bit the other way I'd been thinking no you need to get up and do something don't just settle for
this" (participant 019, exercise group).

Participants also felt limited as to how much personal influence they had on the ulcer healing
process:

"I seem to win little battles with them, they seem to start to heal and then they deteriorate again it's
like two steps backwards one step forwards. I've really struggled for the past on and off for 10 years"
(participant 013, Exercise group).
In some participants it was clear their ulcer experience had a negative impact on their lives and they were 'fed-up' with the condition:

"The last thing I want to do is going back to sitting doing nothing because it really is soul destroying and it's that makes you feel worthless because you can't do anything" (participant 019, Exercise group).

1.3. Advice to rest and be careful

The key messages of advice regarding condition management that participants readily recalled were; to be careful, protect the leg from knocks and elevate the leg such as playing with grandchildren, dogs jumping up at them, exposure to insect bites in summer and generally being in a state of heightened awareness. This had resulted in the majority of the participants living what can be described as anxious and "cautious lives" including avoidance of physical activity. Participants felt health professionals to rest emphasised the importance to be cautious:

"I dared not exercise or move in case it made the leg ulcer worse. I was frightened that if I accidentally knocked it I would be back to square one again. So I just started doing less and less activity" (participant 014, Exercise group).

"They've (nurses) always told me you know rest keep your leg up that is what I was told before for years" (participant 009, exercise group).

The constant perceived risk of aggravating a current ulcer or somehow triggering a new ulcer created feelings of fear towards activity. Participants were constantly mindful and fearful of the risk of making things worse, possible recurrences and set-backs. One participant recalled:
"I was simply worn out but it was difficult my greatest fear was getting it so badly infected that I would end up with gangrene" (participant 001, exercise group)

Reflections on exercise advice from health care professionals concluded that the majority of participants (n=12) had not received any specific exercise advice and that the benefits of exercise had never been explicitly linked to their condition:

"They didn't suggest exercise they just say elevate your leg keep it elevated you know, go and lay down for an hour every afternoon and do it that way but that's all they could say" (participant 017, exercise group).

The lack of specific advice on exercise goals was perceived to be confusing:

"It is contradictory in a way I had this out with the nurse yesterday when she wrapped my legs will break it down a bit more on my right leg with ulcer she says 'you are resting aren't you?' and I said yes course I am and I put my legs up while you know while I am sat watching telly and that and 'you’re exercising them aren’t you?' so it’s like contradicting itself are you resting a lot or are you exercising it is contradictory to what they want me to do" (participant 008, exercise group).

2. Key components of the exercise trial

2.1. Reasons for taking part in the project

Participants commented that they chose to take part in the study for the following reasons: to help with research, to learn more about exercise, to meet other people, have an incentive to leave the house, a perception that the study was trust-worthy being run by a university and was unlikely to do harm. Participants stated:
"It was positive it was a different treatment it wasn't just drugs it wasn't just bandages it was an alternative to try something new because I've had this ulcer for years" (participant 001, exercise group).

The support of family and a health care professional advocating and endorsing study participation, helped participants decide to take part in the study:

"I actually saw this booklet and I took the trouble to read it because I could see the word exercise and then I saw there was a personal trainer and I thought that sounds interesting. I thought well I will just send an email on for a bit more information and that and I spoke to my family my daughter and my son and that and said what I was thinking of doing and they just said just go for it. So I thought well it can't do any harm" (participant 009, exercise group).

A couple of participants did offer these comments which demonstrate their partial understanding of the aetiology of the condition and how exercise might be beneficial for their condition:

"She (nurse) often mentioned, she would say things like you should you get up and do stuff. But nobody has actually said till I came here, or pointed out the benefits towards healing a leg ulcer, but after it was said to me, well that kind of makes complete sense. It's (exercise has) got to benefit everything you do but I think when you think about exercise, you don't apply the benefits to the healing process. You don't think about that, but once it's mentioned it become obvious and you think we'll of course" (participant 019, exercise group)

2.2. Individualised intervention
The supervised exercise intervention was specifically tailored to the condition and also took account of existing co-morbidities, was described as being adapted to the individual's ability with gradual, paced progression of exercise intensity. For those who took part in the exercise intervention arm of the trial and completed the interview they described the set routine of exercises as being manageable as they were able to perform the exercises within their own limitations whilst wearing compression hosiery or bandages:

"Well we have been doing the treadmill then various stretching exercises, ankle exercises, standing up & sitting down, going up and down on tip toes " (participant 015, exercise group).

Another participant also stated:

"Yes you can do proper exercises that are aimed at that sort of thing rather than just walking; walking is fine but to be able to do exercises that you know are working on the leg area and that problem" (participant 017, exercise group).

2.3. Supervised by a specialist exercise professional

The exercise programme offered a further social benefit of engaging in a supportive therapeutic relationship with the exercise instructor. Given that participants were undergoing treatment at the time of the study and had not experienced a similar type of approach having a supervised intervention was an important consideration for ensuring safety, monitoring intensity and progression and an opportunity to openly discuss the condition:

"Yeah and it gives you a lot of confidence knowing that there is somebody there knowing you don’t want to get you heart rate above a certain amount there’s someone there to reign you in if you’re
trying to push too hard or gee you up if you’re not going as hard as you should think that’s very good
thing” (participant 019, exercise group).

Another participant commented:

“But here whether or not it’s because you got personal training with you and talking to you, you don’t
really realise actually what you doing when you’re on it (the treadmill) but I mean I got up to the 15
which is the highest incline you can get on it and I’ve never done that before. I’ve noticed when I’m
out walking I’m walking quicker I am walking better people have told me I am walking better”
(participant 009, exercise group).

2.4. Satisfaction with the exercise intervention

All participants remarked that they had enjoyed the exercise intervention and they reported that it
had been a worthwhile experience:

“I am very happy about the research programme, everyone has been really nice and it has benefited
me in a big way” (participant 007, exercise group)

Another participant agreed:

“the advice has been perfect perfectly pitched for the purpose so no I can’t think of anything that
could be bettered I just think it’s all a benefit” (participant 019, exercise group).

An additional participant commented:
"The benefits I got from the course itself I feel a lot better from attending it and the instructor was excellent very, very helpful and I had a good experience" (participant 008, exercise group).

The only features of the study that were not well received related to accessing the venue in the cold weather, for some it was awkward having to make the journey on buses as this was time consuming. Additionally one participant suggested it would be good to have additional peers exercising at the same time to foster a social atmosphere (group sessions were available where possible for other participants):

"Although I did enjoy it, at that time of year it was very cold and a lot of travelling on buses which is very hard work for me" (participant 001, exercise group).

3. Benefits of exercise

3.1. Physical benefits and healing

Participants communicated that the exercise training resulted in improvements in their physical health that translated into meaningful, functional improvements in well-being, such as being able to walk further and quicker, helping with weight loss, reducing fatigue, and feeling stronger in the legs. For example one participant reported:

"I have a vast improvement to the way I'm feeling to the way I'm holding myself the way I move people are saying you look totally different you're walking a lot better I'm walking a lot further and it's not until I felt the benefits from this that I realised fully how bad things had got "(participant 019, exercise).

Another participant mentioned:
"Over last few weeks I've noticed a big change in my legs I feel a lot more sturdy on my legs and I don't seem to tire as quick either but that might be due to the weight loss as well but I think it's all combined factors" (participant 014, exercise group).

Performing exercise had for one participant prevented the usual pattern of fluid build-up which was associated with ulcer onset:

"The benefits I've had from this are absolutely amazing I don't feel like the same fella anymore and I'm sure I heal quickly anyway but I'm sure the fact that I'd started exercising also had a lot to do with that and it's healed and it's been healed for a few weeks" (participant 019, exercise group).

Another participant said:

"I should say from the beginning it just sort of healed so quickly that you know I have never seen my leg heal that quickly before I can honestly say that and I think they were a bit surprised at the clinic" (participant 009, exercise group).

An additional participant talked about their improvements:

"I can do 30mins now and we started at 10/15 minutes so it's all built up and improved everything and I say the ulcer is almost healed almost, I'm sure the exercise has helped it, definitely" (participant 017, exercise group).

3.2. Psychological well-being

Several participants reported a new confidence in one's ability to exercise which was mediated by progression in fitness and increased exercise competence:
"The exercise has been useful in as I say helping your well-being and I've really enjoyed it and look forward to coming, I look forward to it" (participant 015, exercise group)

3.3. Positive impact on co-morbidities

Participants explained how they were not only living with venous leg ulceration but also with other conditions. The types of conditions included; Type II diabetes, musculoskeletal conditions (back), depression, anxiety, Rheumatoid Arthritis, COPD, and knee pain. The presence of other long-term co-morbidities was responsible for further limiting daily activities and general health and well-being.

Participants expressed the view that the current FISCU exercise intervention although designed specifically for adults with leg ulcers also had transferable benefits which helped them manage the symptoms of their other conditions:

"I've got COPD and the programme that I've had has been modified to allow for my breathing, I feel like a different fella from the one that came in here a few weeks ago (participant 019, exercise group)."

The same participant noted:

"I'm moving better and faster because of this programme compared to when I first came. For example if I parked in the car park and made my way up here I would have to stop half a dozen times to catch my breath now I'm parking up and coming straight up. If you'd have told me before I started that I would be able to do that I would have laughed at you... the benefits I feel from this programme are just immeasurable "(participant 019, exercise group).

3.4. Improved self-management strategy for a long term health condition
A common finding for the majority who engaged in the exercise arm of the study was that they were capable of participating in structured exercise and could obtain meaningful well-being benefits from that participation. For many this was counter-intuitive as previously held beliefs to rest and "be careful" had led to talking oneself out of activities and adopting a more sedentary lifestyle. The realisation that participants could perform exercise training that might result in improved ulcer healing was a powerful incentive to adhere to the programme and continue exercising beyond the study. For example, one participant thought:

"I've always had the opinion that when you've got leg ulcers you don't need to be going to the gym, that's it, you don't do it. Now I'm thinking the total opposite I'm thinking really I do need to get back in that gym and even my nurse said you want to carry on doing this now because she said I've noticed the improvement in your ulcers " (participant 014, exercise group).

With other participants stating:

"I'd convinced myself I couldn't do stuff and you and this programme have convinced me that I can and I can do a lot more than I thought I could" (participant 019, exercise group)

"Instead of just sat looking at the television I've started to take the dog for a walk or go to the shops to get some fruit... things I'm doing different now and staying more active which I plan to continue" (participant 021, exercise group).

Discussion

The purpose of this research was to understand participants’ experience taking part in a trial that investigated the feasibility of supervised aerobic and resistance exercise training alongside compression therapy for management of venous leg ulcer (VLU). Interviews indicated that the
exercise intervention was viewed as positive, acceptable and a feasible approach to physical activity whilst living with a VLU. Themes that emerged included participants adopting sedentary and cautious living prior to the programme due to fear of movement linked to pain, reduced mobility, the time burden of treatment and advice to rest and be careful. Confidence to take part increased by having exercise sessions supervised by a health professional tailored to meet their individual's needs and medical conditions. Participants reported that the training programme had benefits including both physical and mental wellbeing, quality of life and a positive impact on additional comorbidities.

Our findings suggest that participants value support on how to exercise safely to give them the confidence to become more physically active.

Participants expressed fear prior to commencing the exercise intervention over knocking the leg with the ulcer causing either pain or regression of healing. Fear of injury is related to fear of movement or *kinesiophobia* (20) which is associated with avoidance of physical activity so as to minimize the risk of injury or re-injury. Avoidance of accident or trauma to the leg through safety thinking, precautions, compression treatment and clothing is an important issue in preventing leg ulcers. However, fear becomes dysfunctional as soon as it goes beyond safety thinking and precautions (21). This was seen in those individuals who felt that physical activity was a risk-taking action, as in ‘fear of injury’. Qualitative research exploring perspectives of adults with VLU on exercise agree with these findings that patient's fear of harm can impact upon their positive beliefs and attitudes to exercise (7,22). This suggests that experiential learning whilst participants take part in a supervised exercise training programme can reduce fear of harm, particularly if participants experience benefits of exercise opposed to an adverse effect.

Participants described previously receiving conflicting advice from health professionals on whether they needed to rest and 'elevate the leg' or take part in exercise. This is similar to findings to previous research which found that participants reported contradictory advice given from health
professionals in relation to exercise or physical activity (23). Our findings agree with Roaldsen et al (2011) who reported that lifestyle advice such as 'live as usual' and contradictory exercise advice, is not a useful approach (21). This confusing advice could be due to the lack of current guidelines for participants in relation to what type of exercise or physical activity is recommended for their chronic disease of VLU. However, the research providing the evidence base to underpin guidelines on physical activity for VLU is growing (8,24–26). This suggests that providing specific information rather than general advice on exercise is important for people with leg ulcers. This guidance needs to include information on the specific types of activity that are suitable.

Participants felt that supervised exercise sessions tailored towards their individual needs increased their confidence to be physically active. According to Social Cognitive Theory (SCT) the construct of self-efficacy, or confidence, is a key determinant of self-management of behaviours (27). Previous research has found that self-efficacy is significantly related to adherence to an exercise programme for people with leg ulcers (15). The mechanism behind increased self confidence in our study is likely to be due to increased participant belief that they were able to achieve their exercise goals.

Our study found that travel to and from the exercise facilities was reported to be a barrier for some participants, particularly those with limited mobility. Travel to and from exercise facilities has previously been reported to be a barrier to exercise and physical activity (28). The concept of lack of time is particularly pertinent for people with leg ulcers who are visiting tissue viability clinics several times a week, perhaps alongside work or other family commitments, over several months or years (16). Other research has looked at the patient experience of both supervised and home based exercise for participants with leg ulcers (23,29). Home based exercise programmes with telephone support have been found to increase a patient’s self-efficacy (15). A home-based exercise, with specialised exercise instruction at the start of the programme to increase patient confidence, would be a useful area for further research, particularly for participants with reduced mobility for travel.
Some patients faced practical barriers including limitation of movement and challenges maintaining personal hygiene after exercising due to bandages and dressings, or needing assistance to get their compression hosiery on and off. Previous research also reports participants discussing difficulties getting into the bath or being unable to have their foot or leg washed for a long time (30). Other literature also found patients feared compressions stockings and bandages limiting motion and leg muscle activity (21). Participants found that timing exercise sessions before an appointment with a specialist tissue nurse or using assisting devices to help get compression hosiery on and off enabled them support with personal hygiene. This highlights the importance of education about how to manage side effects of physical activity including advice on practical considerations for VLU.

An important aspect to self-management of a long term health condition is an understanding of the benefits of physical activity specifically in relation to that condition (21). However, research suggests that there is lack of patient knowledge about leg ulcer healing and prevention of reoccurring (31). Our study supports previous work suggesting that participants who understand the underlying pathophysiology of chronic venous insufficient are more likely to be able to relate the benefits of exercise such as improving blood flow to improving their condition and poor venous return (16,21).

The current therapy for leg ulcer healing is compression bandaging, however, this can affect range of ankle motion which can affect walking. Previous researchers have suggested that an opportunity exists for health professionals to teach simple exercises to activate the calf muscle pump (32) and maintain or improve their range of ankle motion by demonstrating simple ankle movement and heel-raising exercises, perhaps whilst bandaging their ulcers (16).

Participants perceived that exercise had improved their physical health including a positive impact on other co-morbidities and overall wellbeing. Research has shown participants who adhere to the exercise programme as an adjunctive treatment to standard care are more likely to heal and have
better functional outcomes than those who do not adhere to the exercises in conjunction with usual care (8). Previous research found one of the main reasons participants with VLU did not adhere to leg exercises included health deterioration of their other chronic conditions (15). Participants appraised their overall well-being within the context of living with leg ulceration and existing co-morbidities; at times co-morbidities were as debilitating if not more so than leg ulceration. The importance of well-being and proactive preventative approaches (such as exercise) rather than a sole focus on treatment (in a hospital or clinic setting) is emphasised as important for people with VLU (33).

**Strengths and limitations**

The research provides in-depth insight into the specific experiences of participants taking part in a supervised exercise intervention for adults with VLU. Hence the aim was achieved and important influences to participation in exercise were identified. The findings can be used to extrapolate practical implications for promotion of physical activity and exercise for people with leg ulcers. The consistency of themes with previous literature supports the credibility of the findings and methodological rigour. However, the findings should be considered in light of methodological issues. Firstly, the sample was not necessarily representative of the wider VLU population. The majority of patients interviewed where of White British Ethnicity (similar to those who took part on the RCT), therefore caution should be applied when generalising these results to patients from other cultural backgrounds. Secondly, consideration needs to be given that this study used a mixture of face to face and telephone interviews. From the researchers’ perspective, face to face interviews provided richer data compared to telephone, as the researcher was able to convey more empathy using body language. Telephone interviews were offered to participants who were unable to travel due to their leg ulcers or other commitments (such as multiple visits to the leg ulcer clinic or needing to wait in for the day for a nurse to dress their ulcers). Interviews have been used by previous researchers to gather perspectives of adults with VLU (16) and can therefore be considered a valid approach.
Thirdly, participants included those with a range of treatment including both compression hosiery and bandaging, however different treatment may affect mobility and therefore experience of exercise. Previous research has found patients report a difference in mobility depending on compression versus bandaging, as bandaging can restrict mobility more than compression hosiery (34). Therefore, future studies may wish to focus on larger and more representative samples, and participant experiences of exercise comparing those with compression hosiery with multiple layer bandaging.

Implications for practice
The current advice from many health professionals to rest and be careful can lead to participants living more sedentary lifestyles which in turn can lead to poorer physical and psychological well-being for participants with VLU. Participants report that supervised exercise can lead to a perception of increased confidence to be physically active and physical benefits such as accelerated venous ulcer healing and a positive impact on other health conditions. Exercise therapy has the potential to holistically improve well-being in participants with VLU by addressing both their leg ulceration and existing co-morbidities.

Conclusion
The current study found that the opportunity to engage in a supervised, individualised exercise intervention specifically for the purpose of managing leg ulceration was welcomed by people with leg ulcers who had taken part in the exercise intervention. The opportunity to safely exercise and experience tangible benefits in physical and psychological health offered participants a new approach to future self-management. This was seen as an extension to specialist care fulfilling a gap in current provision. Overall, an individualised and supervised exercise programme was viewed by participants as an acceptable and feasible approach for people with VLU as part of a self-management strategy.
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Key Messages

- The aim of this study was to explore participants’ experiences of taking part in a trial that investigated the feasibility of exercise training alongside compression therapy for management of venous leg ulcer (VLU) healing.

- Sixteen participants took part in semi-structured face to face or telephone interviews analyzed through thematic analysis.

- Participants reported that sedentary cautious living can be due to fear of movement due to pain, the time burden of compression treatment, and conflicting advice from health professionals to rest compared to be active.

- Supervised exercise by a specialist professional tailored towards patient's individual needs was viewed as a key component to an exercise intervention to increase patient's confidence to exercise.

- Participants perceived that the exercise intervention offered benefits in physical and mental wellbeing, quality of life and also a positive impact on other comorbidities.
Figure 1: Themes from participant views taking part in an exercise randomised control trial
Table 1: Semi-structured interview topic guide

**Background:**

- **What is it like living with a leg ulcer?** (Prompts: How long have you had your ulcer? What symptoms do you have? How does a leg ulcer affect your day to day activities?)

- **What advice have you received about how to manage your condition?** (Prompts: Tell me about your treatment. What advice have you received from health professionals? Have health professionals discussed exercise, and if so what information has been provided?)

**The research study:**

- **What were your main reasons for taking part in the study?** (Prompts: How did you hear about the research? What did family/friends or health professionals think about taking part in the project? Prior to taking part in the research study did you have any views or experience exercising with a leg ulcer?)

- **How did you find taking part in the research study and exercise sessions?** (Prompts: What did you enjoy? What didn’t you enjoy? Was there anything that could be improved?)

- **Have you experienced any benefits from taking part in the exercise study, and if so what?** (Prompts: Physical benefits? Mental benefits? Quality of life? Other?)

- **Have you experienced any downsides from taking part in the study, and if so what?**

- **Are there any other comments that you’d like to make about taking part in the research?** (Prompts for brief answers: Could you expand on that? Could you be more specific? Do you mean...?)